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Assessments

´How did the assessments go?
´There is no pass or fail 
´ONLY where you are now to know where to start 

your exercise.
´Retry the assessments every few months or have 

not been exercising for over 2 weeks.
´Make it part of your exercise routine



Basic Guidelines for Exercise
´ Follow medical advice

´ Know how your medications affect exercise 

´ Wear Appropriate Clothing –
´ Wicking materials is best

´ Wear layers when colder including gloves and hats

´ Wear Appropriate shoes

´ Only do exercises you can do under control

´ Good form- more important than # of repetitions



Finding the Correct Shoes
´ Designed for specific exercises and type of foot

´ so get shoes to match activity Running, walking, court shoes
´ Different manufacturer use different lasts (foot shape & toe box)
´ Type of foot- flat feet, high arch

´ Buy shoes late in the day using your own socks (wicking)-
´ Measure your feet- they change
´ For Athletic Shoes –Go ½ size larger
´ Try on both shoes and walk/run around store for several minutes
´ No longer break in shoes- must feel good from the beginning
´ Leave ½ inch at the toes-
´ Make sure the heel does not slide while moving

´ Don’t wear cotton socks for exercise



Hydration
´ Drink as much as necessary to match sweat loss.

´Need liquid during both hot and cold weather
´Better to sip a little bit at a time than to drink a full glass all at 

once
´Too much too fast – gastric dumping & not good hydration

´ Thirst indicates you need to drink
´ Don’t overhydrate
´ Check urine color.- Depends on medication & supplements

´recommended – pale yellow
´Dark yellow- orangish – very dehydrated



What to liquid to drink for Exercise
´ Water is usually the best

´Sports drinks recommended if  vigorously exercising or heavily 
sweating for > 60 min.

´No soft drinks or Juice
´No caffeine or Alcohol

´ Suggested intake
´7-10 oz of water 30 minutes before exercise
´4-6 oz every 20 minutes
´ (Or 1 pint for every pound lost during exercise)

´Weigh yourself before then after exercise- used for exercise > 
60 minutes or hot day



Signs of Dehydration-

´ Signs
´Extreme thirst
´Less frequent urination
´Dark-colored urine
´Fatigue
´Dizziness
´Confusion

´ Causes for 
´Medication
´Exercising while ill
´Not enough liquid



Hyponatremia- Over Hydrating

´ If your urine is pale yellow, your water levels are fine.
´ Don’t force liquids unless instructed by a medical professional
´ Consumption of large volumes of fluid increases the risk of GI distress.
´ The concentration of sodium in your blood becomes abnormally low. 

Sodium is an electrolyte, and it helps regulate the amount of water that's in 
and around your cells.

´ Over-Hydration causes the sodium in your body to become diluted. When 
this happens, your body's water levels rise, and your cells begin to swell. 
This swelling can cause many health problems, from mild to life-threatening



Always Warm up- 3- 5 minutes

´ You need to prepare your body for exercise
´↑ temperature of your muscles & connective tissues
´↑ lubrication in your joints
´↑ increase blood flow to limbs

´Use dynamic stretching during Warm up
´Dynamic stretching is gently stretch while moving
´Don’t force increased movement 

´NO static stretching-
´Weaken muscles
´it can make your joints less stable



´Cool Down after exercise

´ Gradually decrease intensity until you can say a full sentence
´Prepare body for normal movement

´ shift blood flow back toward core of body
´Regulate blood pressure 

´Do your Static Stretch at end of exercise
´Static stretching is stretching until you feel a pull in the muscles, 

then hold for 15-60 sec.
´Hold until muscle starts to relax
´Then repeat
´Don’t push until painful
´Stretch all major muscles especially one’s used during exercise



REST & Over training
´ Rest during exercise

´ Strength training and interval training- rest allows time to replenish oxygen and 
nutrients
´Shown to ↑ amount of work done during workouts

´ Rest between Exercise Session
´ This is when our body systems improve

´ Over Training/ under rest
´↓ ability of body to repair, ↓ immune functioning, ↓ nerve function
´↓ ability to exercise at same level & improve
´Muscle soreness which does not go away in 3 days
´Injuries 



When Don’t You Exercise
´ If a medical professional recommends against it
´ If you are ill and/or running a fever

´ Moderate exercise is okay for a cold, if tolerated

´ If you have a minor injury- don’t exercise the injured body part
´ If problem continues, consult a medical professional

´ A sharp pain

´ If you have a major injury or concussion- Follow medical advice
´ If you are experiencing symptoms of a heart attack

´ https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/heart-attack/in-depth/heart-attack-
symptoms/art-20047744

´ If you are short of breath while not moving- Asthma flare up
´ If you are exhausted

https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/heart-attack/in-depth/heart-attack-symptoms/art-20047744


Stop during Exercise, if You Experience

´ A sharp pain, stop immediately
´ Signs of a heart attack
´ Dizziness, light-headedness, or nausea
´ Shortness of Breath or difficulty breathing 

´only resume if resting reduces this
´ Unusual balance problems
´ Unusual fatigue



Other Exercise Basics

´Track your exercise
´Use fitness trackers or Fitness apps on phone

´Use Proper Exercise Equipment and Clothing

´Do something you enjoy 

´Have a training buddy or group



Functional Movement Exercises

´ Functional fitness
´ exercises train your muscles to work together and prepare them for 

daily living. 
´foundation for higher intensity activities.
´ involves multiple body systems

´increases core stability, strength, agility, and balance 
´improves the entire movement (kinetic chain).  

´ Proficiency in functional fitness is Not just for old people but the 
demands of a person’s life. (i.e. a person with mobility problems or a 
college soccer player)



Rate of Perceived Exertion-RPE

´ Use  RPE to judge how hard you are working
´ Heart Rate is okay but can change with medicines, caffeine, 

anxiety.
´ For RPE think about your whole body not just one part and 

notice your breathing
´ Breathing is one of the best ways 
´ What to work

´Beginners- Moderate to Hard
´ Intermediate or Advanced- Moderate to very Hard



RPE- Rate of Perceived Exertion- How Hard are you Exercising?

Max Effort
10 Out of Breath- Unable to 

talk
NOT Recommended unless healthy & NOT Needed unless 
Athlete

M
A
X

9 Can barely breathe or 
speak 1 word

Difficult to maintain this intensity
Healthy Fit only

Extremely 
Difficult

8 Feels uncomfortable to 
breathe; 
can barely speak 

Anaerobic Capacity- quickly fatigues  
Activity Limit- 30 secs to 2 min.

H
I
T
T

VO2 max-
7 Feels uncomfortable to 

breathe; 
can say 3 words

Aerobic Capacity- quickly moves to fatigue
Activity Limit- 2 min – 5 min

Very Hard
6 Almost feels uncomfortable 

to talk-
Ventilatory Threshold
Activity Limit- 10 – 25 min.

Hard
5 Can say a short sentence Recommended level for Most Strength & Endurance Training

M
I
C
T

Somewhat 
Hard

4 Breathing heavy but can 
have short conversation

Working hard but able to maintain for longer than 20 minutes-
Tempo

Moderate 3 Can carry a conversation Long Steady aerobic activity- walk, cycle, easy swim

Easy 2 Easy to Breathe Long Slow activity
LOWVery Easy 1 Daily activity with 

movement
All day pace



Functional  Movement Exercise Routine

´ This is program can be done as a circuit, in any order, or as separate exercises

´ Only do the exercises you can do with good form under control

´ Start with the beginning exercises then move to variations and more 
advanced when you can complete 2 sets of the exercises without fatigue

´ Do this exercise routine 2 to 3 days per week

´ Remember you build muscle on the Off-days so DON”T do this every day



Functional Movement Exercise Routine cont

´ Remember if you stop exercising for more than a week, you need to 
reevaluate your fitness and # of reps for the exercises.

´ Begin doing the exercises slowly as your fitness improves you can increase 
speed.  

´ Good form and being in control of the movement is more important.

´ ALWAYS stop and rest when fatigued and you can’t maintain good form



CIRCUIT
´Set work either based on # of Reps or Time

´Start with 1 – 2 sets  then add more sets
´As ↑ fitness- ↑ number of sets and/or ↑speed

´# of Repetitions-
´Use the number of reps you need to get fatigued.  It 

will be different for each exercise
´Add reps as needed

´Set Rest between sets at 15 sec. to 1 min.
´< rest time as become more fit but always allow 15 

sec



Circuit cont.- Time –Based System

´Time for work/ rest time 
´Use circuit timer app
´Work time- 1 min. –

´Do as many as you can do in the time
´If fatigued before time is up, just rest

´Set Rest between sets at 15 sec. to 1 min.
´< rest time as become more fit but always allow 15 

sec



Getting Started

´ Familiarize yourself with the exercises before trying the circuit
´Do the exercises at least twice so you can easily move from 

one exercise to the next

´ Set up your exercise space before you begin the circuit
´This includes pets
´Have the list of exercises available 

´ Have water and exercise towel easily available



FUNCTIONAL EXERCISE ROUTINE



Dynamic 
Stretching 
for Warm up

24



Dynamic Stretching videos

´Pre-Workout Dynamic Stretching Routine
´https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ximZfmqh2hI

21 Dynamic Stretching 
´https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPHfEnZD1Wk

´15 Movements to Warm Up Before Workout
´https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjYHKWwHJlk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ximZfmqh2hI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPHfEnZD1Wk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjYHKWwHJlk


Exercise Routine
1. Lunge- 6. Bodyweight Squat

2. Hurdle Step

7. Dead Bugs-
https://myrehabconnection.com/dead-bug-exercise-
progression/

3. Glute Bridge- 8 Bird Dog https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ww-
6lRXvI9Y

4. Core Exercises - Plank 9. Pushups-

5. Balance exercises 10. Practice getting up and down to the floor

https://myrehabconnection.com/dead-bug-exercise-progression/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ww-6lRXvI9Y


Lunges- Walking, getting up off the floor, getting in and out of a car, sports
Muscles- Quadriceps, calf

´ only do if you can maintain balance
´ Set up with your feet shoulder width apart and head 

up
´ Step forward with one leg and allow both knees to 

bend simultaneously. Keep the front knee over the 
front foot and feet shoulder distance apart

´ Descend as far as you can while under control.  
Gradually increase over time until the back knee 
touches the floor while under control

´ Drive through the front foot and extend the knee as 
you stand up fully and return to the starting position.

´ Repeat with other leg



Lunge for Beginners by Bowflex
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOVaHwm-Q6U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOVaHwm-Q6U


Lunge Progression

´ Back Lunge
´ Walking Lunge
https://www.stack.com/a/walking-lunges

´ Walking lunge variations
´ https://www.healthline.com/health/exercise-fitness/walking-

lunges#How-to-do-a-walking-lunge

´ Walking lunge to balance on 1 leg

https://www.stack.com/a/walking-lunges
https://www.healthline.com/health/exercise-fitness/walking-lunges


Hurdle Step- getting in and out of tub, car, stairs
Muscles – leg & hip + core muscles

´ While maintaining upright posture with shoulder even
´ It is okay to use use a chair for balance
´ Gradually

´ Bring your knee up to hip height while maintaining foot 
alignment with ankle, knee, and hip. 

´ Then Touch floor with heel while keeping weight on 
extended supporting leg. 

´ Return to starting position while maintaining foot alignment 
with ankle, knee, and hip. 

´ Repeat with opposite leg.



Glute Bridge-, getting up off floor, balance
Muscles- hamstrings, Gluteals (rump), core

• Lift Hips until Back is straight 
and hold for up to 30 sec

• don’t push hips beyond a 
straight back.

• Repeat 6 times (3 min)

• When you can do this without 
getting fatigued, try lifting 1 leg 
-Hold for 30 sec

• Do 3 for each leg
• If unstable return to original 

position and increase 
amount of time



Glut Bridge by Tim Keely
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SwyDMwpcW38

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SwyDMwpcW38


CORE- core stability  Muscles – abdominals including Obliques

• Do Activities from the Assessments
• Planks for Beginners: How to do a Plank



Plank form by Bowflex
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASdvN_XEl_c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASdvN_XEl_c


Plank Variations



Balance Progression
Muscles- Lower leg + Core

´ Only do this if you could do # 3 of  the Balance Assessment for 30 sec without 
needing assistance such as hold on to a chair or touch the wall

´ Start with the most stable position (A). It is okay to start touching a chair, then 
move to no hands

´ Don’t go to a more advanced position until you can hold for 30 sec.
´ Position B- two feet on unstable surface
´ Position C- one foot on unstable surface

A
B

C



7 Balance Exercises for Seniors-Fall Prevention by 
Physical Therapists

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=oembed&v=BNC4bi3Ucac

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=oembed&v=BNC4bi3Ucac


Bodyweight Squat- Total Leg
Quadriceps, calf, Gluteus(rump), part of hamstrings

´ A. Stand with feet slightly wider than hip-width apart, with 
toes turned slightly outward. Brace abdominal muscles 
to engage core.

´ B. Inhale and initiate the movement by hinging at the hips 
first, then bend knees to lower into a squat position until 1) 
thighs are parallel or almost parallel with the floor, 2) heels 
begin to lift off the floor, or 3) torso starts to round or flex 
forward. (Ideally, in the lowest position, the torso and shin 
bone should be parallel to each other.)

´ C. Exhale and press into the mid-foot to straighten legs to 
stand, hips and torso rising at the same time.

´ Make sure to push hips back and sit into mid-foot and heels.
´ Don't allow knees to push too far forward.



Body Weight Squat by Bowflex
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aclHkVaku9U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aclHkVaku9U


´ Lying on your back with your arms pointing up and bent 
knees at a 90 degree angle to the floor

´ While keeping arms and one leg in the beginning position 
and back against the floor, slowly lower the other leg 
toward the floor while keeping your back flat in contact 
with the floor. 

´ If your back lifts off the floor, stop and return to the 
beginning position.

´ As your core strengthens you will be able to lower your leg 
to the floor without your back lifting.

´ Do 10 repetitions for each leg. 
´ When you can do 15 repetitions with your  back flat, it is 

time to progress to more difficult variations

DEAD BUG- muscles- Core, Low Back



DEAD Bug Exercise With Band- by XIP Training Systems

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XhO2zyTrtU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XhO2zyTrtU


Bird Dog- muscles- Low back, Core, Gluteus

• Begin on all fours in the tabletop position with your knees under 
your hips and your hands under your shoulders. 

• Maintain a neutral spine by engaging your abdominal muscles. 
Draw your shoulder blades together. 

• Raise your right arm and left leg, keeping your shoulders and 
hips parallel to the floor. Lengthen the back of your neck and tuck 
your chin into your chest to gaze down at the floor. 

• Hold this position for a few seconds, then return to the starting 
position. 

• Repeat with other arm and leg

• Variation is to touch the elbow to knee before returning to 
beginning position



Bird Dog Exercise by HowCast
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wiFNA3sqjCA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wiFNA3sqjCA


Push up variations- must keep back straight-
Muscles- Pectoralis, Deltoids(shoulder), Core, Low back



Wall Push ups by Brian Syuki
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b01muAD0_NI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b01muAD0_NI


Proper Push up Form by Delta Bolic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzPB7pq_gRc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzPB7pq_gRc


Getting up and Down to the Floor
Get Down to the floor Get Up from the Floor

Stand on best leg and push other leg back Go to all fours

Kneel to the floor using arms on front leg Bring the strong leg forward, knee bent, opposite 
hand on the floor for balance.

Put one arm to floor for balance Lift head and chest up and put both arms on 
bent leg

Go to all fours Push your hands on to thigh and using both 
Quad and arm strength push u[

Lean on one hip and sit on the floor Bring back foot in and stand tall



Progressing from Basics
´ Ways to improve
´ Speed up how fast you move
´ Don’t use your hands to help yourself up and down
´ Work on being able to get up from either side.



Getting Up From the Floor Safely - Ask Doctor Jo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMGANlT9vlM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMGANlT9vlM


If you have orthopedic or balance problems, use 
this video 
https://youtu.be/QB13GnAyPU8 -link to video

50

https://youtu.be/QB13GnAyPU8


Advanced Get up

´ Turkish Get up 
´ Advanced exercise 

which can be done 
with or without 
weights

´ https://www.mensheal
th.com/fitness/g19525
851/how-to-do-a-
turkish-getup/?slide=2

https://www.menshealth.com/fitness/g19525851/how-to-do-a-turkish-getup/?slide=2


After Exercise 
Stretching 

´ This is a total body 
stretching routine.

´ Remember that good 
form is more important 
than how far you stretch

´ Stretching should not 
hurt



Full Body Stretching routine by 
Fitness Focus

Full BodyStretching routine video

https://www.healthline.com/health/full-
body-stretch

https://www.healthline.com/health/full-body-stretch
https://www.healthline.com/health/full-body-stretch


Chair 
Stretches 
for Cool-
Down



Chair stretching Routine. 
https://www.cornell.edu/video/chair-stretches-exercise-routine

´ This routine is especially designed to stretch the muscles which 
tighten from sitting .

Seated Stretches For Seniors 
| 8 Stretches - Every Area (11 
Minutes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldUCy5
KofZQ

https://www.cornell.edu/video/chair-stretches-exercise-routine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldUCy5KofZQ


´Gentle Stretches Routines
´https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfjVFQWWiZw

´https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GS98v6Dy5E

´Full Body Stretching Exercises Routines
´https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qhy_xeZTmhQ

´https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=689OKDEjlEU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfjVFQWWiZw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GS98v6Dy5E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qhy_xeZTmhQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=689OKDEjlEU

